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1 of 1 review helpful Mind expanding if not world expanding By Earl In Interdependence Kriti Sharma introduces the 
idea of interdependence or contingentism as opposed to the idea of the interaction between independent entities This is 
on the large scale as in ALL things really exist only in dependence on other things Before I continue I want to admit 
that I have read the book twice and have still not managed to wrap m From biology to economics to information 
theory the theme of interdependence is in the air framing our experiences of all sorts of everyday phenomena Indeed 
the network may be the ascendant metaphor of our time Yet precisely because the language of interdependence has 
become so commonplace as to be almost banal we miss some of its most surprising and far reaching implications In 
Interdependence biologist Kriti Sharma offers a compelling alternative to th ldquo Interdependence is an exceptionally 
original work of comprehensive theorizing Conceptually subtle empirically rigorous and compellingly argued it 
addresses some of the most fundamental questions in theoretical biology and demonstrates their close re 
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